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Part I: Author-title listing in three date-contained sections, each with subject area and degree summaries—

A) 2001 – 2011 ~ pages 1 - 17
B) 1990 – 2000 ~ pages 18 - 29
C) 1930 – 1989 ~ pages 30 - 38
D) 1930 – 2011 composite summary ~ page 38

Part II: Complete alphabetical author-title listing—pages 39 - 73

Part I –

A) Theses for degrees granted in the period 2001 - 2011:


Ashuk, Ryan M.  *Narratives of males with eating disorders*.  c2004.  Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Battiste, Mariah.  *Nurturing the future: exploring maternal health knowledge, attitudes and behaviors among Mi'kmaq women*.  c2011.  Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Bidonde, Maria Julia. **The meaning of group physical activity experiences to older women.** c2004. Department: College of Kinesiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Breiter, Jason W. "Why all this mythicism?: transgression in St. Suniti and the Dragon. c2010. Department: English; Project: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Bowditch, Joanne R. **Framing chronic illness: fatigue syndromes, metaphor and meaning.** c2006. Department: Women's and Gender Studies; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Brooks, Carolyn Muriel. **Aboriginal women's visions of breast cancer survivorship: intersections of race(ism)/class/gender and "...diversity as we define it".** c2009. Department: Sociology; Thesis: Ph.D. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Bryce, Rhonda. **Demographic risk factors for late pregnancy stillbirth in Saskatchewan women.** c2011. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Burles, Meridith Clare. **Mothers and daughters' experiences of breast cancer: family roles, responsibilities, and relationships.** c2006. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.
Burles, Meridith Clare.  **Negotiating serious illness: understanding young women's experiences through Photovoice.**  c2010.  Department: Sociology; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Buydens, Norma Lorraine.  **Rape and "consent to force": legal doctrine and social context in Victorian Britain.**  c2007.  Department: College of Law; Thesis: LL.M.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Colton, Tamara Lynn.  **Women's perceptions of quality of household work.**  c2008.  Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Cui, Bing.  **Exploratory study of the administrative work life experiences of selected visible minority female school principals.**  c2010.  Department: Educational Administration; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Daisley, Lee Malcolm.  **Language and ideology in West, Macaulay, and Woolf.**  c2010.  Department: English; Project; M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Danielson, Danton.  **Factors contributing to clinical output among general practitioners and family physicians.**  c2006.  Department: Interdisciplinary Studies; Thesis: M.Sc.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Davison, Mischa Louise.  **Returning to the well: an inquiry into women's experiences in community-based expressive movement sessions.**  c2009.  Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Dolega-Cieszkowski, Jadwiga Helena. **Dietary intakes of Canadian women age 18 to 34 years in the 1990s.** c2007. Department: Nutrition; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Duncan, Meghan D. **Evaluation of an Iyengar yoga intervention for women with cancer.** c2007. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Dressler, Mary Patricia. **Aboriginal women share their stories in an outreach diabetes education program.** c2003. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # Theses Comm. Health & Epid. D74 and CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Ellis, Shannon Ruth. **Subject positions in women's talk about female genitals.** c2006. Department: Psychology; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Enns, Terry J. **Unnatural bodies: the development of categories of sexual deviancy in medical treatises and popular sexologies on generation, 1675-1725.** c2010. Department: English; Project: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Forner, Cheryl Irene. **A model for the examination of gender within domestic spaces on the northern plains.** c2005. Department: Archaeology; Thesis: M.A. CALL# Theses Arch. F67and CALL# ELECTRONIC THESIS.
Frank, Andrew William. **Comparison of muscle density, size, strength, and functional mobility between female fallers and non-fallers.** c2010. Department: College of Kinesiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Ferguson, Alana Lynn. **"Healthy seeds planted in rich soil": phenomenological and autoethnographic explorations of ethnodrama.** c2009. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Fletcher, Mary Lou. **Women survivors of childhood sexual abuse: narrative of relationships with their mothers.** c2004. Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed. CALL # RC569.5.A28F54 2004 and CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Ganem-Cuenca, Alejandra. **Gender equity and health within Fair Trade certified coffee cooperatives in Nicaragua: tensions and challenges.** c2011. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Giles, Pamela B. **Scottish literary women, 1560-1700.** c2004. Department: Philosophy; Thesis: Ph.D. Call # Theses Phil. G54

Glaze, Alice. **Women before the kirk: godly discipline in canongate, 1640-1650.** c2009. Department: History; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Hancock, Michael James.  **More than escapism: environmentalism and feminism in the young adult fantasy novels of Tamora Pierce.**  c2008.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Hanson, Laurel Marie.  **Women activists: lives of commitment and transformation.**  c2007.  Department: Interdisciplinary Studies; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Hauser Bowen, Angela N.  **Antenatal Depression: Prevalence and Determinants in a High-Risk Sample of Women in Saskatoon.**  c2007.  Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Hogan, Michelle.  "**They're tough, these women!**: the everyday resistance of Aboriginal women to dehumanization by government agencies."  c2008.  Department: Native Studies; Thesis M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Hogg, Sarah Marie.  **The Level of Service Inventory (Ontario Revision) scale validation for gender and ethnicity: addressing reliability and predictive validity.**  c2011.  Department: Psychology; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Holtslander, Lorraine.  **Searching for new hope: a grounded theory of the experience of hope for older women who are bereaved palliative caregivers.**  c2007.  Department: College of Nursing; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Hutchinson, Shelly Wynne.  **The lived experience of women providing care for their husbands with severe copd in rural Saskatchewan.**  c2010.  Department: College of Nursing; Thesis: M.N.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Irvine, Pamela Rose.  **From reserves to cities (and back): the significance of reserves in Registered Indian women's migration.**  c2010.  Department: Geography; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Johnson, Madeline J.  Women's experiences with migration in Nicaragua: connections between globalization and local health.  c2006.  Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Kempton-Doane, Gina Leah.  Family resources as predictors of positive family-to-work spillover.  c2008.  Department: Educational Psychology; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Kruger, Holly Anne.  Exploring a delinquent past: women's experiences as adolescents involved in delinquent activities.  c2009.  Department: College: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Kunz, Brenda Mary.  An orgasm and an atom: performing passion and freedom in Margaret Sweatman's When Alice Lay Down With Peter.  c2006.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Lamb Drover, Victoria A.  *A place for everyone, but everyone in their place: the inclusion of female students, staff, and faculty at the University of Saskatchewan, 1907-1922*.  c2009.  Department: History; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Loewen Walker, Rachel S.  *Becoming queer: from rhetoric to rhizomes and toward a politics of process*.  c2008.  Department: Philosophy; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Lowe, Marilee E. **The lived experience of untimely spousal bereavement.** c2005. Department: College of Nursing; Thesis: M.N. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Manning, Rachel. **The destruction of women and girls through systematic sexual violence in the democratic republic of Congo: a multifaceted political and social examination.** Department: Political Studies; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Mark, Amy. **Breaking the silence: stories of parteras empíricas in Nicaragua.** c2010. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Martz, Diane Janese Forsdick.  **Canadian farm women and their families: restructuring, work and decision making.**  c2006.  Department: Geography; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


McHugh, Tara-Leigh F.  **A new view of body image: a school-based participatory action research project with young Aboriginal women.**  c2008.  Department: College of Kinesiology; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

McInnes, Kelly Maureen.  **Understanding the mentoring relationships of women in higher education administration.**  c2010.  Department: Educational Administration; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


McKillop, Erin.  **The lived experience and meaning of pregnancy in women with mild to moderate depression.**  c2009.  Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Millions, Erin Jodi.  **Ties undone: a gendered and racial analysis of the impact of the 1885 Northwest Rebellion in the Saskatchewan district.**  c2004.  Department: History; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # Theses History M654 and CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Mills, Suzanne Elizabeth.  **Women's experiences and representations of diversity management and organizational restructuring in a multinational forest company.**  c2007.  Department: Geography; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Miller, Tenyia E.  **Persistent widows: religious scripts in the illness narratives of Anne Halkett, Ann Fanshawe, and Alice Thornton.**  c2011.  Department: History; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Morris, Emily Jane.  "Some appointed work to do": gender and agency in the works of *Elizabeth Gaskell.*  c2010. Department: English; Thesis: Ph.D. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Poon, Nancy Marie. Risky Business: Democratising Success and the Case of Federally Sentenced Aboriginal Women. c2009. Department: Sociology; Thesis Ph.D. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Rhinas, Jacqueline D. Resiliency in the face of interparental violence: a qualitative investigation. c2006. Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Steeves, Megan. *Are we all ugly ducklings when we look in the mirror?: misunderstandings and new interpretations: a discursive analysis of the idealized body within pro-anorexia websites*. c2010. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Sykes Tottenham, Laurie. *Factors mediating the sex difference observed in targeting tasks*. c2006. Department: Psychology; Thesis: Ph.D. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.
Tate, Karin S. The deification of imperial women: second-century contexts. c2011. Department: History; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Turriff-Jonasson, Shelley I. Use of prenatal testing, emotional attachment to the fetus and fetal health locus of control. c2004. Department: Psychology; Thesis: M.A. Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Wagner, Maya. The infant feeding experiences and decision-making influences of Aboriginal women in Saskatoon. c2005. Department: Pharmacology; Thesis: M.Sc. Call # Theses Pharm. W35 and CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Wenting, Tao. Gender, household labour, and psychological distress. c2008. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Winquist, Brandace. Does hormone replacement therapy benefit cognition in elderly, postmenopausal women: a true or mistaken association. c2003. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Wohlgemuth, Nicole Renee. Prenatal testing decisions: women's needs and well-being. c2006. Department: Psychology; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


**2001 – 2011 SUMMARY: 192 Theses**

Theses from Humanities and Fine Arts Departments = 61

- Master’s = 53
- Doctoral = 8

Theses from Social Sciences Departments = 83

- Master’s = 62
- Doctoral = 21

Theses from Science Departments: 48

- Master’s = 42
- Doctoral = 6
B) Theses for degrees granted in the period 1990 - 2000:


Bertrand, Nicole J. *Inner city women’s perceptions and experiences of battery and police response to it: a comparison of Aboriginal and white women.* c1997. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses Soc. B478


Corbett, Lynn. Working representations of self, others and relationships in women who have been sexually abused as children: a qualitative approach. c1995. Department: Psychology; Thesis: Ph.D. Call # Theses Psych. C75384 and Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Hurst, Susan J. **Depression and the demoralization process: a grounded theory from the perspective of women who have been depressed.** c1994. Department: Psychology; Thesis: Ph.D. Call # Theses Psych. H9312.


Krushelinski, Colleen. In the name of motherhood and the family: the participation of Cuban women in the struggle for social and political justice. c1998. Department: History; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses History K98.


Luther, Frances Dorothy. First Nations preservice women teachers’ experiences and perceptions regarding technology. c1997. Department: Education; Thesis: Ph.D. Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Moffatt, Aileen Catherine. Where the emphasis on sex was less: the Women’s Section of the Canadian Council of Agriculture. c1990. Department: History; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses History M74.


Palfy, Randa Richelle.  **Psychiatry, social control, and homosexuality: clients’ perceptions of therapeutic care in the decades following demedicalization.**  c1997.  Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses Soc. P24 AND Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Stockdale, Donna Rose.  **The study of obstetric hospitalization rates of Northern Saskatchewan women and Saskatchewan registered Indian women in 1992/93.** c1997. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. Call # Theses Med. S86 and Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Suranyi, Clarissa J.  **Not as one that weeps: Tennyson’s Memoriam and Victorian women’s elegy.** c1997. Department: English; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses English S8736.


Wills, Jeanie Ethel. *Writing the heroes learned from the foremothers: oral tradition and mythology in Maria Campbell’s Halfbreed, Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman warrior & Eavan Boland’s Object Lessons.*  2000. Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English W6875.


---

**1990 – 2000 SUMMARY: 138 Theses**

Theses from Humanities and Fine Arts Departments = 50

- Master’s = 43
- Doctoral = 7

Theses from Social Sciences Departments = 71

- Master’s = 56
- Doctoral = 15

Theses from Science Departments: 17

- Master’s = 16
- Doctoral = 1
C) Theses for degrees granted in the period 1930 - 1989:


Calder, Robert L.  *Women in the writings of Jonathan Swift.* 1965. Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English C146 and Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Cook, Robert Paul. **Marriage, the family, and women in the Owenite socialist movement.** 1977. Department: History; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses History C771 and ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Cottrell, Caroline S. **Thomas More, Desiderius Erasmus, Juan Vives on women: tradition or innovation.** 1988. Department: History; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses History C784.

Cram, Katherine Elizabeth. **Volunteer based women’s organizations and state funding: ideology and practice.** Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. 1986 Call # Theses Soc. C87.


Fuchs, Linda L. **Social support, life events, self-concept and happiness among Southeast Asian refugee women in Saskatoon.** 1987. Department: Anthropology; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses Anthrop F82.


Locke, Margaret Jeannine.  The women of Thomas Hardy’s novels.  1949. Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English L81.

Lyngseth, Joan.  Love in the problem plays of Shakespeare.  1963. Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English L98 and ELECTRONIC THESIS.


McDonald, Margaret A.  **Sensibility and Dorothy Wordsworth: a kind of gentler spring.**  1983.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English M135.


Osachoff, Margaret G. **In search of reality: a study of the early novels of Iris Murdoch.** 1968. Department: English; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses English O.81.


Plank, Patricia Gertrude. **The function of women in Shakespearean comedy.** 1944. Department: English; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses English P71 and ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Roberts, Barry G. The effect of sex-typed reading material at three difficulty levels on the reading interest, the comprehension, the difficulty ratings and the correct guess scores of fifth grade boys and girls. 1982. Department: Education; Thesis: M. Ed. Call # Theses Educ. R64 and LB1573 .R62 1981a.


Swanson, Jean Christina McLear.  **Challenge and response: an investigation of English women writers in fiction.**  1939.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English S972.


**1930 – 1989 SUMMARY: 110 Theses**

Theses from Humanities and Fine Arts Departments = 57

- Master’s = 57
- Doctoral = 0

Theses from Social Sciences Departments = 47

- Master’s = 45
- Doctoral = 2

Theses from Science Departments: 6

- Master’s = 6
- Doctoral = 0

**D) TOTALS—1930 – 2011 SUMMARY: 440 Theses**

Theses from Humanities and Fine Arts Departments = 168

- Master’s = 153
- Doctoral = 15

Theses from Social Sciences Departments = 201

- Master’s = 163
- Doctoral = 38

Theses from Science Departments: 71

- Master’s = 64
- Doctoral = 7
Part II: Complete Author-Title Listing of U of S Theses with Significant WGST Content for Degrees Granted 1930 - 2011 –


Ashuk, Ryan M.  **Narratives of males with eating disorders.**  c2004.  Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Atherton, Carla Maria.  **A woman writing thinks back through her mothers: an analysis of the language women poets employ through an exploration of poetry about pregnancy and childbirth.**  c2007.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Barlow, Ashley Anne.  **News media constructions of male perpetrated intimate partner homicide.**  c2011.  Department: Psychology; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Baron, Faith.  **Heaven defend me from being ungrateful!: gender and colonialism in Jane Austen's Mansfield Park.**  c2006.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Barrett, Donna Joan.  **The cyborg collars and the cyborg project.**  c2006.  Department: Art and Art History; Thesis: M.F.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Battiste, Mariah. *Nurturing the future: exploring maternal health knowledge, attitudes and behaviors among Mi'kmaq women*. c2011. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Bertrand, Nicole J. *Inner city women’s perceptions and experiences of battery and police response to it: a comparison of Aboriginal and white women*. c1997. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses Soc. B478


Bowditch, Joanne R. *Framing chronic illness: fatigue syndromes, metaphor and meaning.* c2006. Department: Women's and Gender Studies; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Breiter, Jason W. "Why all this mythicism?: transgression in St. Suniti and the Dragon." c2010. Department: English; Project: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Bryce, Rhonda. **Demographic risk factors for late pregnancy stillbirth in Saskatchewan women.** c2011. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Burles, Meridith Clare. **Mothers and daughters' experiences of breast cancer: family roles, responsibilities, and relationships.** c2006. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Burles, Meridith Clare. **Negotiating serious illness: understanding young women's experiences through Photovoice.** c2010. Department: Sociology; Thesis: Ph.D. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Buydens, Norma Lorraine. **Rape and "consent to force": legal doctrine and social context in Victorian Britain.** c2007. Department: College of Law; Thesis: LL.M. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Calder, Robert L. **Women in the writings of Jonathan Swift.** 1965. Department: English; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses English C146 and Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Colton, Tamara Lynn. Women’s perceptions of quality of household work. c2008. Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Cui, Bing. *Exploratory study of the administrative work life experiences of selected visible minority female school principals.* c2010. Department: Educational Administration; Thesis: Ph.D. Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Davison, Mischa Louise. **Returning to the well: an inquiry into women's experiences in community-based expressive movement sessions.** c2009. Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Dolega-Cieszkowski, Jadwiga Helena. **Dietary intakes of Canadian women age 18 to 34 years in the 1990s.** c2007. Department: Nutrition; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Dressler, Mary Patricia. **Aboriginal women share their stories in an outreach diabetes education program.** c2003. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # Theses Comm. Health & Epid. D74 and CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Duncan, Meghan D.  **Evaluation of an Iyengar yoga intervention for women with cancer.**  c2007. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Ellis, Shannon Ruth.  **Subject positions in women's talk about female genitals.**  c2006. Department: Psychology; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Enns, Terry J.  **Unnatural bodies: the development of categories of sexual deviancy in medical treatises and popular sexologies on generation, 1675-1725.**  c2010. Department: English; Project: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Ewert-Bauer, Tereigh Danielle. "*The trouble with history - it never is": interrogating white identity in Daphne Marlatt's Ana Historic.* c2005. Department: English; Thesis: M.A. CALL# ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Ferguson, Alana Lynn. "*Healthy seeds planted in rich soil": phenomenological and autoethnographic explorations of ethnodrama.* c2009. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. CALL# ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Fletcher, Mary Lou. *Women survivors of childhood sexual abuse: narrative of relationships with their mothers.* c2004. Department: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed. CALL # RC569.5.A28F54 2004 and CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Forner, Cheryl Irene. **A model for the examination of gender within domestic spaces on the northern plains.** c2005. Department: Archaeology; Thesis: M.A. CALL# Theses Arch. F67and CALL# ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Frank, Andrew William. **Comparison of muscle density, size, strength, and functional mobility between female fallers and non-fallers.** c2010. Department: College of Kinesiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Fuchs, Linda L. **Social support, life events, self-concept and happiness among Southeast Asian refugee women in Saskatoon.** 1987. Department: Anthropology; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses Anthrop F82.

Ganem-Cuenca, Alejandra. **Gender equity and health within Fair Trade certified coffee cooperatives in Nicaragua: tensions and challenges.** c2011. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Hauser Bowen, Angela N.  *Antenatal Depression: Prevalence and Determinants in a High-Risk Sample of Women in Saskatoon.*  c2007. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: Ph.D.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Hogan, Michelle.  "They're tough, these women!": the everyday resistance of Aboriginal women to dehumanization by government agencies.  c2008. Department: Native Studies; Thesis M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Hurst, Susan J.  *Depression and the demoralization process: a grounded theory from the perspective of women who have been depressed.*  c1994.  Department: Psychology; Thesis: Ph.D.  Call # Theses Psych. H9312.

Hutchinson, Shelly Wynne.  *The lived experience of women providing care for their husbands with severe copd in rural Saskatchewan.*  c2010.  Department: College of Nursing; Thesis: M.N.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Irvine, Pamela Rose.  *From reserves to cities (and back): the significance of reserves in Registered Indian women’s migration.*  c2010.  Department: Geography; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Johnson, Madeline J.  **Women's experiences with migration in Nicaragua: connections between globalization and local health.** c2006. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Kempton-Doane, Gina Leah.  Family resources as predictors of positive family-to-work spillover.  c2008.  Department: Educational Psychology; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Kruger, Holly Anne.  Exploring a delinquent past: women's experiences as adolescents involved in delinquent activities.  c2009.  Department: College: Educational Psychology and Special Education; Thesis: M.Ed.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Krushelinski, Colleen.  In the name of motherhood and the family: the participation of Cuban women in the struggle for social and political justice.  c1998.  Department: History; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses History K98.
Kunz, Brenda Mary.  *An orgasm and an atom: performing passion and freedom in Margaret Sweatman's When Alice Lay Down With Peter.*  c2006.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Lamb Drover, Victoria A.  *A place for everyone, but everyone in their place: the inclusion of female students, staff, and faculty at the University of Saskatchewan, 1907-1922.*  c2009.  Department: History; Thesis: M.A.  CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Locke, Margaret J.  **The women of Thomas Hardy’s novels.**  c1994.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English L81.

Locke, Margaret Jeanine.  **The women of Thomas Hardy’s novels.**  1949.  Department: English; Thesis: M.A.  Call # Theses English L81.

Loewen Walker, Rachel S.  **Becoming queer: from rhetoric to rhizomes and toward a politics of process.**  c2008.  Department: Philosophy; Thesis: M.A.  CALL #: ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Lowe, Marilee E.  **The lived experience of untimely spousal bereavement.**  c2005.  Department: College of Nursing; Thesis: M.N.  CALL #: ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Luther, Frances Dorothy. **First Nations preservice women teachers’ experiences and perceptions regarding technology.** c1997. Department: Education; Thesis: Ph.D. Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.

Lyngseth, Joan. **Love in the problem plays of Shakespeare.** 1963. Department: English; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses English L98 and ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Manning, Rachel. **The destruction of women and girls through systematic sexual violence in the democratic republic of Congo: a multifaceted political and social examination.** Department: Political Studies; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Mark, Amy. **Breaking the silence: stories of parteras empiricas in Nicaragua.** c2010. Department: Community Health and Epidemiology; Thesis: M.Sc. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Martin, Margaret Kathleen. **Alice Munro’s re/visionary later stories.** 1995. Department: English; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses English M38.
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